Cloud Provider Lume to Provide Retail Colocation from CyrusOne Data Centers
May 24, 2018
Multiple CyrusOne Data Centers Utilized to Meet Enterprise Edge Demand
ATLANTA--(BUSINESS WIRE)--May 24, 2018-- CyrusOne (NASDAQ: CONE), a premier global data center REIT, today announced that it has been
selected by cloud provider Lume for data center colocation. Atlanta-based Lume will be hosting their cloud customers from CyrusOne data centers in
Dallas, Phoenix, and the New York Metro area while offering colocation services in those data centers as well.
“We are thrilled about our partnership with CyrusOne, as not only does this allow us to expand our footprint of edge data center locations into more key
markets, but it also provides a platform to provide retail colocation in world-class facilities to SMBs and mid-size enterprise businesses seeking
colocation and hybrid solutions,” said Kyle Verzello, chief executive officer, Lume. “CyrusOne’s highly-connected data centers provide the ideal
platform for Lume’s Cloud Anyware™ solution enabling Lume customers to have more options in selecting the infrastructure type and data center
location that’s right for them.”
“Fast-growing cloud providers like Lume continue to be an important component of CyrusOne’s growth as the hybrid trend is boosting colocation from
both cloud providers and their customers,” said Scott Hanna, vice president, Eastern region, CyrusOne. “Enterprises and SMBs are increasingly
reliant upon these providers to meet their infrastructure needs on the edge and the global presence of CyrusOne provides this market segment
multiple location options. We’re pleased that Lume has chosen to grow our relationship and appreciate the warm reception we’re receiving from
Atlanta-based companies."
CyrusOne operates 45 data center facilities across the United States, Europe, and Asia to provide customers with the flexibility and scale to match
their specific IT growth needs. CyrusOne facilities are engineered to include the power-density infrastructure required to deliver high availability,
including architecture with the highest available power redundancy (2N).
For more information about CyrusOne, call 1-855-908-3662 or visit www.cyrusone.com. Connect with us on Google Plus, LinkedIn, Twitter,
and Facebook.
About CyrusOne
CyrusOne (NASDAQ:CONE) is a high-growth real estate investment trust (REIT) specializing in highly reliable enterprise-class, carrier-neutral data
center properties. The company provides mission-critical data center facilities that protect and ensure the continued operation of IT infrastructure for
approximately 1,000 customers, including 200 Fortune 1000 companies and nine of the top 10 cloud providers.
With a track record of meeting and surpassing the aggressive speed-to-market demands of hyperscale cloud providers, as well as the expanding IT
infrastructure requirements of the enterprise, CyrusOne provides the flexibility, reliability, security, and connectivity that foster business growth.
CyrusOne offers a tailored, customer service-focused platform and is committed to full transparency in communication, management, and service
delivery throughout its 45 data centers worldwide.
About Lume
Lume provides Managed Cloud, Data Center and Hybrid Infrastructure Solutions. Utilizing their global network and data center footprint, the company
provides solutions for companies that need help getting to the cloud or improving their existing cloud infrastructure. Built on redundant,
enterprise-grade infrastructure, their solutions are tailored to meet client specific needs. Lume delivers premium solutions that provide more control,
better performance and increased reliability.
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